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CADFEM SEA is hiring for the position of “Academic Sales Manager - Singapore” 

 

About Company: 

 

 The CADFEM Group is a leading provider for simulation-based engineering. We 

offer software and services in the field of computer-aided engineering (CAE) 

simulation. 

 A division of CADFEM International GmbH, based in Germany.  

 Leader in providing best in class CAE solutions (ANSYS, CADFEM ANSYS 

Extensions etc.,) 

 30+ years of worldwide FEM excellence. 

 A 80 Million EURO Company. 

 30+ Locations in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Singapore, India, China, Finland, 

Czech Republic, UK, North Africa, Poland, Russia, and USA 

 With 500+ employees globally, we are one of largest providers of CAE simulation. 

We are expanding because the simulation belongs to the future in product 

development. 

CADFEM Group website – https://www.cadfemgroup.com/ 

CADFEM SEA  (South East Asia)- https://www.cadfem-sea.com/   

 

Designation: Academic Sales Manager 

 

“Technicians are not salespeople" - with this prejudice, many potential sales 

engineers block their future prospects. Because every good engineer is also a 

consultant. Good advisors "sell", usually without realizing it. Technically-savvy sales 

people are always wanted at CADFEM. 

 

 

 

 

CADFEM SEA Pte. Ltd.:  2 Venture Dr, #06 – 17 Vision Exchange, Singapore - 608526 

https://www.cadfemgroup.com/
https://www.cadfem-sea.com/
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Summary of the role: 
 

This role is specialized for the sales of simulation software to the Academic segment. Expanding the 

business in this domain will be the focus of the role. It takes curiosity to understand the requisite basic 

concepts by active interactions with the technical team to position simulation solutions for the 

Academic sector successfully. Self-driven, proactive engagements with our current clientele from the 

Academic segment shall as well lead the essential course of learning and alignment for the mission of 

the job. Implementing the acquired background knowledge for the generation of sales plans, strategies 

will be key to this role. 

 

Responsibilities: 
 

 Establish relationships with new customers and secure contracts that achieve assigned 

sales quotas and targets 

 Drive the entire sales cycle from finding leads, having customer engagement to closed 

sales 

 Prospect for potential customers using various direct methods such as calling and face 

to face meetings, and indirect methods such as emailing, using public forums and 

networking 

 Qualify prospects against company criteria for ideal customers and sales 

 Maintain a high level of relevant domain knowledge in order to have meaningful 

conversations with prospects. 

 Work with technical staff and product specialists where required to address customer 

requirements 

 Develop and maintain key account plans that identify opportunities for company to 

deliver value. Items on such account plans shall carry updates on strategic motivators, 

main stakeholders, buying processes and forecasted sales 

 Keep and maintaining data in CRM(s) with detailed notes on prospect and customer 

interactions 

 Maintains regular contact via online meetings, email, phone/on-site visits with 

customers to ensure satisfaction 

 Provide forecasts on best case and most likely sales volumes over relevant time periods 

 Working with Inside Sales/ Marketing to plan and execute lead generation campaigns 
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 Provide feedback to regional manager on ways to decrease the sales cycle, enhance 

sales, and creating newer markets and channels for business in the region 

 Provide feedback to company management on market trends, competitive threats, 

unmet needs, and opportunities to deliver greater value to customers by extending 

company offerings 

 Conduct all sales activities with the highest degree of professionalism and integrity 

 

Minimum Requirements: 
 

 Bachelor’s degree in an engineering or any allied domain with experience in technical 
sales 

 Minimum 1-3 years of sales experience Academic sales with a proven track record of 
success would be preferred, however fresh graduate with good understanding of 
academic funding landscape and relationship with academic research stakeholders 
would be also considered 

 Having CAD/CAM/CAE/PLM or allied solution sales/ technical experience would be an 
added advantage 

 Good knowledge of academic research/teaching funding, and understanding of the 
Singapore research landscape & trends will be a big plus 

 Ability to develop new business opportunities 

 Excellent communication and organizational skills and the ability to work independently 
 
The Benefits: 
 

 Challenging job within a young and dynamic team 

 Performance driven, Career Progression Opportunities 

 Attractive remuneration package: On par with Industry Standards 

 Opportunity to join an organization experiencing year on year growth 

 


